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The Montanians 

Butte: industrial island in Montana 

( ilAjUCX (tins 

(Reflections in Montana cassette abt Butte 
have this line?) 



possible Butte mine name: 

the Orqplata (from MT state seal) 

the Cieargrit (Butte street) 

J^the Bottom Dollar 

the Money Musk 

the Stemwinder 

the Rosie Palme 



I*1 
(the night) laced with the lights of the dome 

OuvrvjSJ 



Butte America video notes: 

concertinas (Morrie could use in song contest) 
miner talked about the inportance of the partner, down in the shaft 
the danger in the shaft when it is ’’dribbling," dropping small rocks 
the honeycomb of tunnels under Butte; "wide open" under there 

the tem "beyond recognization" 
shot of Columbia Gardens, huge lyre pattern of flowers; mention of calliope; kids would 
come just to roll in the grass (which the city lacked) 

historian mentioned that strikes were a cycle, an expected part of Butte life (every 3 yrs) 
sounds from The Hill: the swi^h of winding wheels; whistles 



from our Butte research trip: 

neighborhoods wind through the mines (headframes) 



/*/l£ CrO-vvOu^ ^ <f\ h C'YV'.M ^*-<3 CLK^T(^ . 

"God didn’t put anything on top of this land, so it must be underneath. 

(Irene Olsen letter #1) 



Butte Was Like That 

p# 52+—mining description 

11-13 —nickname s 

171—mine scene 



Butte: beaut 

—the place wasn’t exactly a beaut* 

— ~K>juiX£jL LHr4U /AO 



"The great dark mineral pocket" of Butten—in Karshner article in Mont details file, 
use in with quotemarks* 



Butte had the reputation 

cudgels 
fists 
gravy 

x for knuckles, 

fortune’s palmlines. tjul&toA 
but Helena had the 

spoon 



See "At the Hall, In the Stope" Wn Folklore article in lingo file; p. 166, 

Butte mining was "violation paid in fire and flood, instant death and lingering 

disease." 



A mountain of copper to be fought over, and rough factions ready to do the fighting 



Butte: the best poor man*s town in the world 
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Thus, in some ways Butte was a runaway example of the Athenian ideal of a city built 

upon a hill, and in others it had no more (pedigree) than than... 

mushrooms. 
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Buster Midnight’s Cafe, p. 39— the Cornish celebrated St. George’s Day 



Butte slept as much as it ever does 



Butte’s cast of characters was challenging 

record of bloodshed... 



You couldn't be a street vendor in Butte without an adjective. (Fat Jack, Blind Fran£) 



Eamon De Valera visited Butte, July 1919 (ONLY IN BUTTE ph'copy, Butte-general file) 
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Butte trip: 

1st & last frost: Garden Club? somebody w/ garden? 

—Hooper grows vegs while Griff does house odd jobs? 

'tf <*7 L °[, ‘OS H*. <****-<+*+*-: 3a.*— 



Butte was the most American city in the West, which was to say it was wildly European. 



Ltrarti U-r/ 
c/j *? 

The redoubtable 14&M at breakfast: 

—the bar was closed, with big panels the size of plywood sheets leaning 
against it as a barricade—clubs-diamonds-hearts-spades cutouts in the panels. 

—gambling machines, a couple of rows of them in middle of the room and a 
random one here and there, were all alit, a few people playing them. 

—main action was the meal counter, about half full when we got there a 
little past 6. The fry cook was even more deft than the night before's supper 
cook: 

—flipping cheese slices as if dealing cards into rectangle of omelet eggs 
on the grill; after a bit, carefully folded uix the long sides over the cheese, 
lightly crimped xmfmirf each end of the mass with edge of his long spatula to make 
a seam and then folded the end "tabs" in to make completely enclosed omelette, then 
flipped the whole thing over. 

—breaks eggs with one hand, tapping them on bowl edge and seeming almost 
to squeeze them to the site he wants them. 

—constant mound of hashbrowns at left aide of grill; he puts fresh pile on 
front center of grill and occasionally scoops them over to the ready mound. 

—the huge soup tureen we saw y'day under the counter today was atop, soup 
in the making. 

—opened a gallon can of mixed vegetables and poured it into a steam bin 
rea dy for the day, added a little cooking oil. 



—dollops butter onto a pancake, cradling the plate in palm of his hand and 
swirls the butter in a slow circle "skattn^" the inner perimeter of the pancake. 

—the cook, like last night's ni cook and bartender, was 30ish. 

—At the street end of the counter, above passageway the waitresses and 
dishwasher have to go through, sign reading PLEASE DO NOT STAND HERE has had 
final E of HERE broken off but firmly rewritten in in red. 

—the small area, really, the cook works in, to keep a large and varied flow 
of orders going. Jiek could remark about this fry cook knowing his business, 
the way he rolls the spatula in his hand, swirls butter on plate etc.; unhurried 
but his hands xdnnKxpx always going. 

—3 people behind counter again—besides cook and another capable sturdy 

waitress, a woman setting up for the dayy, slicing onions on the meat slicer, 
fir example. 

—half a dozen flats of eggs under counter near dishwahher. And cook opens 
drawer to left of his grill, drops steak into pan of flour in it before grilling. 
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Marcus Daly enters into heavens 

in "anecdotes & storytelling" file folder; Morrie cd recognize ancient basis cited in 

article about it. 



chronology: 
Granville Stuart 183U-1918 

Aug. 1, 1917, vigilantes hanged Frank Little 

June 8, Speculator fire, 16U miners died 

Malone et al: "...between September 19lU and April 1920, national guardsmen and 
iinEinmm federal troops occupied Butte six different times..." 

mid-April of 1917, national guard sent to Eureka in lumber company strike; IWW 
called a general strike; federal raids, union defeat on Sept. 7. 



from Jyl ^oyt tape, Butte family album: 

Butte as an urban island in ranching and farming Montana 



A/ , 

/Hv*< S 

I, Mary Maclean 

(Butte novel mentioned by Lang at a&thology com*tee mtg; says it has stuff 
about sex with the devil.) 
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In Montana it only takes two minutes *21 talk to find yew know someone in common 



—best line of the morning came after the gabber brought up the topic of a 

couple who'd passed thru here horseback, with pack horses, making a ride from 

Mexico to Canada. A particularly battered-looking local, with a big cut or 

scab on his temple and vociferously unshaven because the water dept, has turned 

off the water on his st. for road work, said, "Hell, one guy went through here 

on a skateboard," 



Sept. 21, '87, Ennis  

geezer talk in Bettie's Cafe, circa 6:30 a.m.— 

—when one local asked another how hunting has been, the answer was "The hunting’s 

been fine. The killing ain'tk been worth a damn."   

—another guy said there's been more elk, deer, bear, whatever, killed right here 

on Main Street (i.e.f in talk) "than anywhere on the mountains." "Guys get 

to talking in the Longhorn, it gets so bloody you've got to have your overshoes 

on." 
—we were sitting in booth behind a tall 70-ish guy in camouflage jumpsuit who 

proved to be a conversation killer, like poison in a well, to the booth of locals 

across from him. A couple of times, after he held forth on some topic out of 

nowhere, a local got up and said he had to go feed a horse, or some such. When 

the gabber began on a murder in Idaho and theories of why young people do such 

things these days, the boothful heard out his first spate, then one guy turned 

to another and asked if he was done haying yet. 

over 



I was enjoying myself more than I had anywhere yet on this sputtery 

migration with Mariah and Riley. Since Butte*s glorytime of mining ended 



MHS RESEARCH: Butte mine shaft description 
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Lang suggest Mont ^ag of History article of early *70s, *72 or so, by Theodore Wiprud 

on use of Nat*l Guard in Butte strike of 191lu 
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